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Abstract

Indigenous peoples have been victims of oppression, discrimination for many years. Policies of assimilation and integration have contributed to the socio-economic position Maori are in today. Maori have lost large areas of land and autonomy over their resources. The adoption of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (the Declaration) finally affirms indigenous peoples right to self-determination. The Declaration outlines a range of individual and collective rights of indigenous peoples that are essential for their political, economic, social and cultural development.

This paper analyses whether the redress provided in the Treaty settlement framework allowed Maori to exercise self-determination as specified under the Declaration. It will argue that the Treaty settlement framework enables Maori to exercise sufficient levels of economic and cultural self-determination. However it currently fails to provide Maori sufficient level of political and social autonomy.

Word Length

The text of this paper (excluding abstract, table of contents, footnotes, bibliography and appendix) comprises approximately 14,155 words.
Maori have been fighting to reclaim their autonomy since the 1840s. Maori and other indigenous peoples around the world are considered to be among the most disadvantaged and vulnerable groups of people on the planet. Each indigenous group, including Maori, have their own unique story to tell but all stories share the same themes of oppression, land loss, marginalisation and discrimination. Indigenous peoples are fighting to assert and affirm their right to self-determination, trying to reclaim their lost lands and natural resources, develop their people and strengthen their cultures. 1

Indigenous groups have not found adequate recourse within their own domestic legal system and have ventured further abroad to the international stage. There are a myriad of international organisations and instruments which indigenous peoples are ‘plugging’ into to find justice. 2

The topic of self-determination is considered one of the paramount issues affecting indigenous peoples’ rights and can be considered the foundation of their rights 3. It is also one of the most contentious issues relating to indigenous peoples rights. States find it contentious as they tend to equate self-determination as a unilateral right to secede while most indigenous peoples have no desire to secede and focus instead of the other aspects of the right. I will discuss this further in my paper.

James Anaya describes self-determination as a “universe of human rights precepts concerned broadly with peoples, including indigenous peoples, and grounded in the idea that all are equally entitled to control their own destinies.” 4 The right to self-determination is considered to be essential to the survival of indigenous peoples. 5

---

key themes of self-determination are the ideas of freedom and equality, non-discrimination and the will of the people.

The question that arises is do indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination? Indigenous people argue that the recognition of their right comes from the human rights violations they have suffered due to States ‘policies of destruction and assimilation’.6

On 13 September 2007 the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (the Declaration) was adopted after over twenty years of negotiations7. The Declaration, a non-binding document, finally affirms indigenous peoples’ right to self-determination.

The Declaration has 23 preambular paragraphs and 46 substantive articles which deals with the individual and collective rights of indigenous peoples in particular rights concerning self-determination8, autonomy and self-government9, redress10, land and resource rights11 and the right of indigenous peoples to maintain and strengthen their distinct political, legal, economic, social and cultural institutions12.

This paper analyses whether the redress provided in the Treaty settlement framework allowed Maori to exercise self-determination as specified under the Declaration.

Section II of the paper analyses the evolution of self-determination since the creation of the United Nations regime in the 1940s. It looks at how self-determination evolved from a principle to a legal right under international law. It also looks at the

---

6 Xanthaki, above n 3, 132.
7 UNGA "The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples" (13 September 2007) UN Doc A/61/L.67 [The Declaration].
8 Ibid, article 3.
10 Ibid, art 8(2).
12 Ibid, art 5.
scope and different beneficiaries and how it transformed through decolonisation, apartheid and the democracy phases. The paper also examines what each phase meant for indigenous peoples’ right to self-determination.

In Part III there is an analysis of the self-determination provisions contained in the Declaration. I put forward an interpretation of self-determination under the Declaration based on contextual reading and historical interpretations and use this to measure examples of self-determination in New Zealand and whether or not they meet the Declaration standards.

Part IV measures the interpretation of self-determination, set out in Part III, against different examples of self-determination in New Zealand. I analyse whether the examples given afford Maori the level of self-determination as contained in the Declaration. I focus on four key areas as set out in the Article 3 of the Declaration; political, economic, social and cultural aspects.

This paper will illustrate that the self-determination models permitted by the Crown in New Zealand falls short of the right to self-determination contained in the Declaration in certain areas. In general the Crown fails to provide Maori the right to determine their own political status. Though there are different models to choose from Maori usually do not have a choice of which model to use i.e. can not freely choose their political status. Political self-determination underpins the other three aspects of self-determination as the ability to pursue development involves policy decisions which occur in a political system. However developments are possible in this area through the Treaty settlement framework as a result of recent negotiations between Ngai Tuhoe and the Crown where a change to the current constitutional arrangements is being negotiated.

I argue that redress provided to Maori through the Treaty settlement process enables Maori to pursue their economic development and ultimately enable economic self-determination. Substantial amounts of money are being provided to Maori for the purposes of settling breaches of the Treaty of Waitangi by the Crown and to provide
Maori an economic basis for future development. Ten years after settling their historical Treaty claims, Ngai Tahu and Waikato-Tainui have been able to build their assets up to $1 billion. This has made both iwi’s major commercial players and greatly positioned to support their people instead of the government.

In regards to social self-determination the devolution policies by the Crown required Maori organisations to provide service delivery to their people on behalf of the Crown. This gives Maori greater responsibility than they previously had but it falls short of autonomy as Maori organisations are accountable to Ministers and not to their people. Treaty settlements generally do not provide redress to address this aspect other than providing economic redress which will enable Maori to pursue their social development. The Ngai Tahu and Waikato-Tainui settlements enable these iwi to fund their own social services. Recent Treaty settlements have provided instruments which address this aspect of self-determination.

In regards to cultural self-determination Treaty Settlements provide many different instruments which allow Maori to exercise their right as stated under the Declaration. Negotiations between Maori and the Crown on cultural redress are interest based and various instruments have been created to meet the different needs of Maori.
II EVOLUTION OF SELF DETERMINATION SINCE CREATION OF UNITED NATIONS

We can not discuss self-determination as contained in the Declaration without examining what self-determination means under international law and how it has evolved over time. It also indicates how the self-determination provisions in the Declaration should be interpreted. For the purposes of this paper I will primarily focus on the developments since the adoption of the United Nations Charter.

A Political principle

The principle of self-determination can be linked to both western school of thought and non-western theories. The origin of self-determination can be traced all the way back to the American Declaration of Independence in 1776 and the French Revolution in 1789 and possibly even further back in time. In regards to the French Revolution the concept of self-determination came about mainly to stop territorial changes which went against the will of the people and to a lesser extent a principle of democratic legitimisation of governments.

The principle of self-determination resurfaced again in the twentieth century. President Woodrow Wilson linked self-determination to western democratic theory and the right of the people to freely choose their government. V. I. Lenin, the leader of the Russian Revolution, linked self-determination to the liberation of oppressed peoples and the socialist political philosophy. Lenin was a strong advocate of the principle of national self-determination but only so far as to promote the movement against oppressor nations and colonisation. The former believed self-determination to be a standard of

---

14 Ibid. 32.
15 Ibid. 32.
democracy where the latter understood it to be more in the context of anti-colonialist postulate. These differences in interpretation continue to exist today.

Wilson’s interpretation would allow groups within whole populations to be entitled to the principle of self-determination such as indigenous peoples but only when they are unable to freely choose their government. However under the interpretation given by Lenin the concept is targeted to whole populations which would exclude indigenous groups who are usually minority groups within a population.

Before the creation of the United Nations regime self-determination was understood to be used in the following: (a) during territorial changes of sovereign states once people have made that decision; (b) democratic principle legitimising the governments of modern States, where the people decide their rulers; (c) an anti-colonial postulate; (d) a principle of freedom for ‘nations’ or ethnic groups constituting minorities in sovereign States. Under this criteria indigenous peoples fit under category (d) and are therefore ‘peoples’ entitled to the exercise self-determination. However as will be seen in the next section the scope of the principle decreased as it became a right under international law.

B United Nations Charter (1940)

Self-determination was affirmed in the human rights framework where it went from a political postulate to part of international law. Article 1(2) of the United Nations Charter (the Charter) mentions the principle of self-determination twice and provides, as one of the purposes of the United Nations (UN), “to develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples.”

17 Cassese, above 13, 32.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid, 65.
20 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (10 December 1948).
The principle is further mentioned under Article 55 of the Charter. Article 55 states:

With a view to the creation of conditions of stability and well-being which are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, the United Nations shall promote: (a) higher standards of living, full employment and conditions of economic and social progress and development; (b) solutions of international economic, social, health and related problems; and international cultural and educational cooperation; and (c) universal respect for, and observance of, human rights and fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, language, or religion.

In the Wilsonian era self-determination was only a political principle and asserted as the peoples’ entitlement to democracy. Wilson backed away from his assertions after realising that his ideals had no parameters and were causing consternation around the world from the threat of civil unrest and disruption to territorial sovereignty. It was during the UN era that the scope of the principle was minimised and restricted to colonial peoples.

From the creation of the UN regime the principle of international law branched out and became a legal right. Self-determination is now widely known to be a principle of customary international law and arguable even jus cogens, a peremptory norm.

As a principle, self-determination does not set out the legal consequences if States are not in compliance and is more general and abstract than a right. It is only one important factor to consider along with other principles of international law such as territorial integrity, national sovereignty and respect for the rights of others.

21 Cassese, above n 13, 33.
23 See generally Anaya above n 4, Hannum, above n 16; and Xanthaki above n 3.
24 Xanthaki, above n 3, 157.
Alternatively the right to self-determination does specify the legal consequences of non-compliance and is more specific and definitive.25

Following on from the discussion above it was no surprise that the principle in the Charter was characterised as being in a ‘rather loose and weak form’.26 The self-determination provisions encapsulated in the Charter was only taken to mean a principle or goal of the UN and only framed to mean self-government and not sovereignty.27 The Charter also did not impose any legal obligations on States or state what would happen if States did not abide by the Charter.28 These provisions reinforce the fundamental importance and respect for the principles of equal rights and self-determination of peoples with the main emphasis being on peaceful relations.

The principle of self-determination is still in existence and has not been eclipsed by the legal right. After looking at the difference between a principle and a right you can appreciate the reasons why the scope of the principle decreased when it was became a human right. Once the concept of self-determination became a right it had to become more detailed. With States having major concerns about the potential threat to the principle of territorial sovereignty it was easy to see why they would lobby for the scope to be as narrow as possible and to ensure that territorial integrity remained the paramount consideration.

So even though it was now part of international law, it had lost some of the scope that it had as a political postulate.

1 Indigenous peoples rights under the United Nations Charter

The Charter mentions the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples. The Charter does not specify who the beneficiaries of the principle to self-

25 Ibid.
26 Cassese, above n 13, 43.
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid.
determination are even though it mentions the principle twice and establishes a system to implement the right for non-self-governing territories.\textsuperscript{29}

The Charter also does not specify what the principle encapsulates. Again this goes back to principles being more general in nature. During the debate on the Article 1(2) it was noted that self-determination did not mean the right of a minority, ethnic or national group to secede from a sovereign country.\textsuperscript{30} This would then exclude indigenous populations from being entitled to secession unless they constituted the majority of the population. This distinction is not important because under the Charter no peoples were entitled to secede as it only allowed self-government. One of the purposes of the Charter is to promote friendly relations among nations. It can be argued that this leans more towards whole populations as it does not specify relations within nations. This argument would then exclude indigenous peoples from being consider peoples.

\section*{C Decolonisation}

After World War II the situation of colonisation was a major issue around the world. Colonial countries, backed by socialist states, began to rely on the self-determination provision in the UN Charter as a legal entitlement to decolonisation.\textsuperscript{31}

\subsection*{1 Declaration against Colonialism}

Over time detailed international rules were created to help solve the problem of colonisation. Two important resolutions adopted by the UN General assembly were Resolution 1514(XV), the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (\textit{Declaration against Colonialism})\textsuperscript{32} and Resolution 1541(XV)\textsuperscript{33}. Resolution 1514 (XV) helped transform the principle of self-determination in to a legal

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{29} Xanthaki, above n 3, 137.
  \item \textsuperscript{30} Cassese, above n 13, 42.
  \item \textsuperscript{31} Ibid, 65.
  \item \textsuperscript{32} UNGA Resolution 1514 (XV) (14 December 1960).
  \item \textsuperscript{33} UNGA Resolution 1541(XV) (15 December 1960).
\end{itemize}
right. In the 1970s the Declaration of Friendly Relation was adopted. This Declaration built on the former resolutions and extended the scope of the right to some extent as will be outlined below.

In the 1960s the Declaration against Colonialism was adopted. The Declaration "[s]olemnly proclaims the necessity of bringing to a speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all forms and manifestations." It also recognised for the first time that "[a]ll peoples have the right to self-determination; by virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development."

This Declaration provides colonial peoples with the right to self-determination. However colonial peoples are only entitled to exercise external self-determination and may only exercise the right once.

Article 1 of the Declaration against Colonialism describes the beneficiaries of the right of self-determination under the Declaration as peoples subject to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation. While the Declaration is considered a soft law instrument it is still an authoritative interpretation of the Charter.

2 Indigenous peoples’ rights under the Declaration against Colonialism

I agree with Alexandra’s argument that indigenous peoples have been victims of subjugation, domination and exploitation from the dominant populations of the state. The applicability of the Declaration against Colonialism to indigenous peoples turns on the meaning of the word ‘alien’. Alexandra argues that if ‘alien’ is interpreted to mean

---

34 Cassese, above n 3, 70.
35 UNGA Resolution 2625(XXV) (24 October 1970).
36 UNGA Resolution 1514 (XV) (14 December 1960).
37 Xanthaki, above n 3, 136.
38 UNGA Resolution 1514 (XV) (14 December 1960), Preamble, para 2.
39 UNGA Resolution 1514 (XV) (14 December 1960), Article 1 and see Xanthaki, above n 3, 137.
40 Xanthaki, above n 3, 137.
41 Ibid.
cultural and not ‘territorial’ then indigenous people will satisfy the criteria.\textsuperscript{42} This is because indigenous peoples have suffered oppression by nations of different cultures.\textsuperscript{43}

The principle of territorial integrity is considered the main obstacle to indigenous peoples’ right to self-determination. Article 6 states that “[a]ny attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial integrity of a country is incompatible with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations” with Article 7 reaffirming the principle of territorial integrity.

Another barrier is that the Declaration against Colonialism recognises peoples as being whole populations of a State.\textsuperscript{44} Indigenous peoples very rarely constitute the whole population of a territory. In fact most indigenous people represent minorities within a territory. If indigenous peoples were to be considered ‘peoples’ then the way in which they exercise their right to self-determination would not be permitted to disrupt the sovereignty or territorial integrity of the State they lived in.\textsuperscript{45} Therefore it would be limited to an internal right to self-determination.

Colonies have the following three characteristics: foreign domination; the presence of a political/territorial entity in the colony; and geographical separation from the colonising power.\textsuperscript{46} Indigenous peoples would easily be able to prove the first two criteria how the last category would be a barrier for most indigenous peoples including Maori. For Maori, the colonising State came and settled in the New Zealand. In the post war era Maori began to steadily move from their traditional lands to urban centres and have become integrated into society. There are pockets around New Zealand where a high concentration of Maori reside such as the Far North or the East Coast of the North Island. However this does not satisfy the criteria of geographical separation. This view

\textsuperscript{42} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{43} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{44} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{45} Xanthanki, above n 3, 137.
\textsuperscript{46} Glenn T. Morris “International Law and Politics: Towards a Right to Self-Determination for Indigenous Peoples” in Jaimes, M Annette The State of Native America: Genocide, Colonization and Resistance (South End Press, Boston, Massachusetts, 1992)74.
is known as the “Blue-Water” or “Salt-Water” thesis of decolonisation where the colony is separated from the coloniser by a substantial amount of water.

3 Resolution 1541 (XV)

Soon after the adoption on the Declaration against Colonialism, Resolution 1541 (XV) was also adopted. The Resolution gave recognition of self-determination to non-self-governing territories which were territories geographically separate and ethnically and/or culturally distinct from the country administering it. Tokelau and New Caledonia are examples of indigenous territories recognised by the United Nations as non-self-governing territories. Under the resolution non-self-governing territories can achieve “a full measure of self-government” by establishing a sovereign independent state or free association with an independent state or integration with an independent state.

4 Indigenous peoples’ rights under Resolution 1541

Alexandra believes that indigenous peoples satisfy the criteria under this Resolution as they suffer “from arbitrary discrimination in their everyday life and are ethically distinct from the rest of the population of the territory.” She notes that the main barrier to this argument is the interpretation of ‘geographically separate’. If you were to interpret it as not meaning international borders then indigenous peoples would satisfy the criteria. As mentioned before indigenous peoples very rarely constitute the whole population of the State therefore if international boundaries were used then indigenous peoples would not be considered ‘peoples’ entitled to the right of self-determination.

47 UNGA Resolution 1541(XV) (15 December 1960).
48 UNGA Resolution 1541(XV) (15 December 1960), Principle IV.
49 See Xanthaki, above n 3, 139.
50 Hannum, above 16, 39.
51 Xanthaki, above n 3, 138.
5 Summary of decolonisation era

To summarise, as a result of the Resolutions noted above colonial peoples were entitled to the right to self-determination and as a result should be *freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.*\(^{52}\)

Only whole populations were entitled to self-determination\(^{53}\) and their right only extended to the external aspect of the right. Therefore sub groups within a population were excluded. The methods for exercising external self-determination, as captured in international instruments, were sovereignty or association with a sovereign state or integration with a sovereign state.\(^{54}\) Also colonial peoples could only exercise this right once as it was not considered a continuing right.\(^{55}\)

Both Resolutions helped identify some of the beneficiaries of self-determination and listed the applications of the right. There are arguments to support indigenous peoples being considered peoples under the Resolutions but these arguments are weak. I think the main barrier for indigenous peoples is that they are not whole populations of a State and also they do not satisfy the ‘blue-water’ thesis. States are concerned that any categorisation of indigenous peoples as peoples will conflict with the principle of territorial integrity.

D 1966 *International Covenants on Human Rights*

Article 1 of both the UN Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (*International Covenants*) provides that:\(^{56}\)

> All peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.

\(^{52}\) UNGA Resolution 1514 (XV) (14 December 1960), Operative paragraph 2.

\(^{53}\) UNGA Resolution 1514 (XV) (14 December 1960), Operative paragraph 6.

\(^{54}\) UNGA Resolution 1541(XV) (15 December 1960), Principle VI.

\(^{55}\) UNGA Resolution 2625(XXV) (24 October 1970), Para VI; Cassese, above n 13, 72.

Both International Covenants extended the scope of external self-determination from only statehood to contracting states to refrain from interfering with other States.\textsuperscript{57} The International Covenants also revitalised the UN provisions relating to dependent peoples, and include self-determination over peoples’ natural resources.\textsuperscript{58}

After analysing other provisions of the International Covenants we can assume that internal self-determination encompasses those rights and freedoms, contained in the International Covenants that allow peoples to express their popular will.\textsuperscript{59} These include the right to freedom of expression,\textsuperscript{60} the right of peaceful assembly,\textsuperscript{61} the right to freedom of association,\textsuperscript{62} the right to vote,\textsuperscript{63} and the right to take part in public affairs, directly or through a representative.\textsuperscript{64}

The beneficiaries of Article 1 are entire populations living in independent and sovereign States or have yet to attain independence (colonial peoples) and populations living under foreign military occupation.\textsuperscript{65}

1 \textit{Indigenous peoples’ rights under the International Covenants}

Under the criteria set out by Antonio above indigenous peoples would not fall under the category of peoples as they rarely constitute whole populations. However if indigenous peoples are able to prove that they are living under foreign occupation then they may satisfy the test.

\textsuperscript{57} Cassese, above n 13, 66.
\textsuperscript{58} Before self-determination was focused on political considerations with the International Covenants now opening the right to include economic considerations. Cassese, above n 13, 66.
\textsuperscript{59} Cassese, above n 13, 53.
\textsuperscript{61} Ibid, Art 21.
\textsuperscript{62} Ibid, Art 22.
\textsuperscript{63} Ibid, Art 25 b.
\textsuperscript{64} Ibid, Art, 25 a.
\textsuperscript{65} Cassese, above n 13, 59.
During the drafting process of the International Covenants it was articulated that ‘minorities’ were not considered ‘peoples’ under the covenants and that minorities were dealt with in Article 27 of the ICCPR. It is now widely accepted that indigenous groups do not follow under the category of minorities. However an analysis of the debates regarding the drafting of this provision illustrates that it was not the intention of the States that peoples should include sub-groups within a State. Therefore it is clear that indigenous peoples can not considered peoples under the International Covenants.

E Democracy and Participation

1 Declaration on Friendly Relations

In 1970 the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations (Declaration on Friendly Relations) was adopted.

The Declaration of Friendly Relations protects the territorial integrity of States and also widens the beneficiaries of the right of self-determination. This Declaration expands the modes of implementing the external aspect of self-determination set out in Resolution 1541 (XV) by including the option of emerging into any other political status freely determined by the people. The apartheid system in South Africa was a primary concern for the international community at that time so the scope of self-determination was moulded to reflect this problem.

Antonio argues that these modes apply mainly to the situations of colonial peoples. I would like to argue that the right to secession or sovereignty is considered by Anaya as a remedial right where peoples will only be entitled to it if there are serious violations of the right to self-determination. I think that the other three methods can also

66 Xanthaki, above n 3, 133.
68 Xanthaki, above n 3, 159.
69 Xanthaki, above n 3, 147.
70 Cassese, above n 13, 147.
be considered a remedial right which can only be utilised in certain circumstances. In this respect any category of peoples will be entitled to the remedial rights and different modes of external self-determination if they have suffered serious violations to their right to self-determination.

The Declaration of Friendly Relations also increased the scope of the right as it extended the beneficiaries of the right to self-determination to mean 'peoples under colonial or racist regimes or other forms of alien domination' (emphasis added). The Declaration on Friendly Relations provides that:

Nothing in the foregoing paragraphs shall be construed as authorizing or encouraging any action which would dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent States conducting themselves in compliance with the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples as described above and thus possessed of a government representing the whole people belonging to the territory without distinction as to race, creed or colour.

As a result of this Declaration it can be inferred that the right to self-determination entitles peoples the right to democratic governance and the right to participation in the public affairs of the State. However this is qualified as the internal right to self-determination as specified in the Declaration is limited to racial and religious groups. Therefore the whole populations of a state are not entitled to internal aspect of the right. States must allow racial and religious groups equal access to government institutions. Under this Declaration racial and religious groups are not afforded any other rights.

2 Indigenous peoples’ rights under the Declaration on Friendly Relations

It can be argued that indigenous peoples have been subjected to racist policies inflicted upon them by the State, where the State structures and policies have

---

71 Xanthaki, above n 3, 139.
72 Xanthaki, above n 3, 159.
73 Cassese, above n 13, 114.
discriminated against them on the basis of race. However this right is limited as it only allows indigenous groups equal access to government institutions. In New Zealand Maori are given equal opportunity to access and participate in government. There is a Maori Electoral Roll which will be discussed later on. Special provisions are already in place in New Zealand to ensure that Maori are represented in Parliament. This is only a small aspect of what internal self-determination is considered as it does not even allow autonomy or self-government. However if the State is seen to not be representing the all people belonging to the State then it can be inferred from the language of the provision that a remedial right to secession may still be permitted.

3 Helsinki Declaration

In 1975 the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe (Helsinki Declaration) was adopted by 35 States. UN Documents considered peoples under colonial or foreign occupation entitled to external self-determination. By the 1970s these situations were mainly resolved in Europe and in Western countries. Before this stage self-determination was predominantly thought of in term of decolonisation however with the principle of external self-determination largely realised in Europe and other western countries it was time to broaden the scope of self-determination.

The Declaration states that:

All peoples always have the right, in full freedom to determine, when and as they wish, their internal and external political status, without external interference, and to pursue as they wish their political, social and cultural development.

---

74 Xanthaki, above n 3, 138.
75 Xanthaki, above n 3, 139.
76 Conference on Security and Cooperation, Final Act (1 August 1975), 14 ILM 1292.
77 Cassese, above n 13, 278.
78 Conference on Security and Cooperation, above n 76, Principle VIII.
4 Indigenous peoples’ rights under the Helsinki Declaration

The Helsinki Final Act stated that the process was ongoing and that peoples should be free from both external and internal interference. It also expanded the beneficiaries of self-determination to include peoples living in independent states as it referred to ‘all’ peoples and therefore extend the meaning of peoples outside of the colonial context. The Resolutions noted in the previous section only refers to peoples as whole populations of a territory. The inclusion of the word ‘all’ leads to a broader meaning and we can infer that sub-groups with a nation (i.e. minorities, ethnic groups etc) are all considered peoples to which this document refers too.

Antonio argues that the meaning of all must be put in the context of the countries that signed up to the Declaration. The 35 countries interpreted the Declaration to mean peoples of sovereign states and not people under colonial rule, foreign domination or racist regimes. This view can also be backed up by the inclusion of Principle IV which discusses territorial integrity. This principle is ranked higher in the framework of the Declaration than the provisions relating to self-determination (Principle VIII). Also the self-determination provision itself notes that participating States will respect the principles of the UN Charter and international norms including the principle of territorial integrity.

I note that the inclusion of ‘all’ broadens the scope of the term ‘peoples’ from the conventional meaning of peoples under colonial rule or foreign occupation. I would like to argue that indigenous peoples therefore should be considered in the widened scope however it is clear from debates preceding the adoption of the Declaration that Principle VIII was meant to exclude national minorities. The increase in scope was to allow sovereign states who were not under colonial rule, foreign occupation or racist regime the entitlement to self-determination. Also national minorities are dealt with in Principle VII.

79 Xanthaki, above n 3, 139.
80 Cassese, above 13, 286.
81 Xanthaki, above n 3, 289.
It should then be considered that the external right to self-determination in the Declaration does not allow a right to secede but allows a right to associate or integrate with another sovereign state. Also this right can not be exercised if it is contrary to the will of the people.

Another extension that the Helsinki Declaration achieves is to allow all peoples the ability to exercise internal self-determination as the qualifier that is present in the Declaration of Friendly Relations is not present here. Therefore the Declaration has increased the democratic aspect of self-determination.

The principle of self-determination earlier encapsulated democratic elements during the Wilsonian era. However decolonisation and territorial integrity became paramount concerns. The extension of internal self-determination is not surprising given the climate during this time. This was during the time of the Cold War, also western States were interested in emphasising the principles of democracy, free elections and participation.

There was a resurgence in claims for independence in the 1990s with the collapse of the former Soviet Union and Yugoslavia and creation of new States. However this time it was clear that self-determination was more than the right to independence. Subsequently numerous other documents were adopted that focussed on participation, democracy, elections and autonomous regimes. The (CERD) General Recommendation XXI (48) issued in 1993 focused on secession but also recognised that minorities have the right to internal self-determination.

---

82 Cassese, above 13 287.
83 Cassese, above 13 287.
84 Cassese, above 13 287.
85 Xanthaki, above n 3, 148.
86 Xanthaki, above n 3, 148.
87 For example, UNGA Declaration on the Rights of Persons Belonging to National or Ethnic, Religious or Linguistic Minorities UN Doc.A/47/49 (1993) and United Nations General Assembly Res. 47/135, Annex, 47 UNGAOR Supp.(No49) p. 210; see Xanthaki, above n 3,148
88 CERD/C/CRP.2/Add.7, General Recommendation, adopted by the committee at the 1147th meeting, March 1996.
Summary of Evolution of Self-determination

We can see when looking at the last 60 years that the concept of self-determination moulded to fit the situation at that time such as decolonisation, apartheid in South African and the movement of democracy. Under the decolonisation Resolutions indigenous peoples would not have been considered peoples and therefore be entitled to self-determination. Under the Declaration on Friendly Relations indigenous peoples could be considered as a racial group and as such entitled to equal access to government institutions. This is a poor substitute for the full scope of internal self-determination. However there is a possibility that if the state violates this principle then indigenous people would have the right to secede. Under the Helsinki Declaration indigenous peoples would not fall under the widened scope of peoples as they are usually minorities within a State.

Indigenous peoples’ right to self-determination has been hampered in part by States concerns regarding the violation of the principle of territorial integrity and as such have not been able to benefit from the right to self-determination. In the following section we will look at the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, where the right to self-determination is affirmed for indigenous peoples.
III DECLARATION ON THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES

A Introduction

In this section I will analyse the self-determination provisions contained in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (the Declaration). I will put forward an interpretation of self-determination under the Declaration based on contextual reading and historical interpretations and use this to measure examples of self-determination in New Zealand and whether or not they meet the Declaration standards.

B History of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous

The drafting process for the Declaration began in 1982 when the Working Group on Indigenous Populations (WGIP) was created. The WGIP finished drafting the Declaration in 1993. It was later adopted by the Sub-Commission on the Promotion and Protection on Human Rights (Sub-Commission) and submitted again to its parent body, the UN Commission on Human Rights (UNCHR).

A Working Group (WGDD) was established by the UNCHR to consider the text submitted by the WGIP. It was during this phase that fierce debate on the text of the Declaration was had between States and indigenous organizations. This was the first time where beneficiaries of a UN instrument participated in negotiations on the drafting of the instrument. Ten years later, the Declaration was finally adopted by WGDD and submitted to the newly established United Nations Human Rights Council (UNHRC).

---

91 Mattias, “Negotiation the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples” Section 2.
Many thought it would be a relatively easy ride to the final adoption of the Declaration. However a group of African States (GAS) noted their opposition to certain provisions of the Declaration when it hit the General Assembly. GAS had been relatively silent during earlier negotiations.\textsuperscript{94}

In November 2006 the Third Committee of the General Assembly agreed to defer action on the Declaration as requested by GAS.\textsuperscript{95} Agreement was eventually resulting in minor amendments to the Declaration. The main amendments made were the inclusion of a reference to territorial integrity in the new Article 46 and preambular provision relating to the fact that the Declaration did not specify a definition of ‘indigenous peoples’.\textsuperscript{96}

Finally, on 13 September 2007 the Declaration was adopted 143 votes for, 4 against, 11 abstentions and the rest of the States absent.

The Declaration is a non-binding and aspirational document.\textsuperscript{97} However despite the Declaration having moral rather than legal force it is still considered a significant document. In New Zealand the Declaration has shown its persuasiveness in the domestic Courts\textsuperscript{98} and during the Treaty Settlement process.\textsuperscript{99}

\section*{C The Declaration and the Self-Determination Provisions}

In the following section I will note and analyse the primary self-determination provisions contained in the Declaration. The Declaration acknowledges:\textsuperscript{100}

\textsuperscript{94} The provisions were: arts 3, (self-determination) 5, 9, 19 (Free, prior and informed consent), 26 (Land, Territories and Resources), 37 (Treaties).
\textsuperscript{96} UNGA “Concluding Considerations of the Third Committee’s Reports, General Assembly” (20 December 2006) GA/10563.
\textsuperscript{97} UNGA “General Assembly Adopts Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples” (13 September 2007) GA/10612.
\textsuperscript{98} Ngai Tahu Māori Trust Board v Director-General of Conservation [1995] 3 NZLR 553 (CA).
\textsuperscript{100} The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (13 September 2007) A/61/L.67 [The Declaration], preambular paragraph 16.
That the United Nations Charter, the International Covenants on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights as well as the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action, affirm the fundamental importance of the right to self-determination of all peoples, and by virtue of which they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.

I will use the interpretation of these listed instruments and those mentioned in the previous section to help inform the interpretation of the self-determination provisions in the Declaration.

1 Self-determination – Article 3

The primary self-determination provision in the Declaration is Article 3. Throughout the two decades of tumultuous negotiations on the drafting of the Declaration the wording of Article 3 remained intact. Article 3 states: 101

Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.

This provision mirrors wording from Common Articles 1(1) of the International Covenants. 102 However as noted in the previous section indigenous peoples were not considered peoples as peoples were either entire populations living in independent and sovereign States or have yet to attain independence (colonial peoples) and populations living under foreign military occupation. 103 The majority of indigenous peoples are minorities within a whole population.

It can be argued that the Declaration extends the category of peoples to include indigenous groups whether or not they are a whole population giving indigenous peoples the same rights as other peoples. However during debates on the drafting of the

101 Ibid, Art 3.
103 Cassese, above n 13, 59.
Declaration some States interpreted the right to self-determination contained in the Declaration not as the general right normally afforded to peoples but rather a *sui generis* right. In other words some States believe that the Declaration created new law in this area and as a result indigenous peoples should not be considered ‘peoples’ under international law and are not entitled to the same rights as all other peoples.

This discriminatory interpretation is not in harmony with preambular paragraph 22 of the Declaration as it denies indigenous peoples the right to exercise certain human rights recognized in international law i.e. the right to self-determination as specified in the UN Charter and other international documents specified in the previous section.

Also the Chairperson of the Working Group rejected a proposal from Australia, New Zealand and the United States to introduce a new or *sui generis* internal right to self-determination as it did not conform with international law. The Chairperson made it clear to all that the right he proposed under the Declaration was the right to self-determination generally held by peoples.\(^{104}\) As a result the proposal was largely ignored by the working party.

(a) **Territorial integrity**

Another issue which has dominated the scope of the right to self-determination is the principle of territorial integrity. During negotiations on the Declaration many States voiced their concerns about the wording of Article 3 in particular the fact that no reference was made to the principle of territorial integrity. At the last minute, as a result of the securing agreement from the GAS groups, Article 46 was amended to reflect that the Declaration upholds the principle of territorial integrity. Article 46 states that nothing in the Declaration may be interpreted to mean any activity or action which is contrary to the United Nations Charter or that would “dismember or impair totally or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent States.”\(^{105}\) This last

---

\(^{104}\) Mattias, above n 91, 3.4.

\(^{105}\) The Declaration, above n 100, Article 46.
minute inclusion brought many States on side and as a result many voted for the adoption of the Declaration.\(^{106}\)

New Zealand was one of the countries that voted against the Declaration. One of its objections were that the right to self-determination entitled peoples, including indigenous peoples, the unqualified right to secede and sought to use the term self-management.\(^{107}\)

As an explanation as to why it voted against the Declaration Australia stated that it could not support it as it might encourage action that would impair its own territorial and political integrity.\(^{108}\) Japan noted that the Declaration could not be understood to support a right to secession. These concerns are unreasonably and incorrectly held as will be explained below.

During negotiations on the Declaration, the Working Group and its Chair repeatedly voiced their opinion that the principle of territorial integrity would apply to the Declaration regardless of whether a provision was included.\(^{109}\)

Under international law the right to secede is only allowed in a limited number of circumstances namely where:\(^{110}\)

A colonial government governs a nation from outside the nation's territory; a people is subject to "alien subjugation, domination and exploitation"; and where "peoples separate from their parent state with its acquiescence or because the parent state disintegrates".

International law does not authorize or prohibit secession. It allows secession to occur in the most extreme cases and only if secession will actually remedy the situation.\(^{111}\) The

---

106 See the Interpretative Statements of the following countries: Argentina, Japan, Jordan, Mexico, Sweden, Brazil, India, Paraguay, Turkey and the Philippines.
109 Mattias, above 91, 3.2
fact that secession was used during the decolonisation era does not restrict the right to
that remedy alone or to be granted in only that situation.

The Declaration does not change the international law position.\textsuperscript{112} However for
States to be protected by international law they must adhere to international and human
rights laws and has a government that represents the whole people belonging to the
territory “without distinction as to race, creed or colour”\textsuperscript{113}

The problem behind many of the States’ positions during negotiations is that they
were of the view that secession was the only interpretation of self-determination and that
peoples were entitled to a unilateral right to secede. This position is incorrect and fueled
States’ fears that the right would lead to territorial and political disruption.

James Anaya argues that self-determination should not be thought of solely in
terms of the decolonisation regime and the right to secession. Instead the right to
secession for peoples should only be used as a remedial measure and only where serious
injustices have occurred\textsuperscript{114}. James divides the principle of self-determination into
substantive and remedial aspects where secession is a remedial measure to fix the
violations of the principle\textsuperscript{115}.

Most scholarship in this area divides self-determination into external and internal
aspects. I agree with the James’ framework as it illustrates that that the substantive
aspect of the right is the primary aspect which all peoples are entitled to. And it is this
aspect that States should have been focus on during the drafting of the Declaration.

James’ framework shows that if the substantive aspect of the right is breached
then there are methods which can be used to remedy that breach including secession.

\textsuperscript{111} Mattias, above n 91, 3.2.
\textsuperscript{112} The Declaration, above n 4, preambular paragraph 17.
\textsuperscript{113} See The Rights of Indigenous Peoples, above n 99, 336; and 1970 UN Declaration on Friendly Relations,
above n 67; and UN Commission on Human Rights “Report of the WG on draft declaration on indigenous
\textsuperscript{114} Anaya, above n 4.
\textsuperscript{115} Anaya, above n 4, 104.
However this aspect of self-determination is narrow in scope and is not a unilateral right that all peoples are entitled to. James notes that only those that have suffered violations of their substantive self-determination can benefit from the remedies. 116

Since the Declaration does not change the international law position it can be concluded that indigenous peoples have the same rights as other ‘peoples’ and will only have the right to secede if they meet the same criteria as other peoples. The majority of indigenous peoples will not meet this standard and therefore will not be entitled to the right to secede. However indigenous peoples made it clear throughout the negotiations process of that they were not pursuing that remedial right.

Discussion, during the different working groups, on the right to self-determination and Article 3 were pitched from different ends of the spectrum. We also saw during the process that some States changed their position dramatically. Canada and Russia both initially accepted the inclusion of the right to self determination in the Declaration subject to the international principle of territorial integrity. 117 It was surprising to all when both countries later voted against the Declaration. Canada, once a supporter of the Declaration became an opponent where Canadian representatives lobbied against the adoption of the Declaration.

Regardless of States objections international bodies, such as the Human Rights Committee, have already acknowledged that indigenous peoples are considered peoples and as such have the general right to self-determination. 118

Despite these two examples other states such as Colombia 119, Bolivia, 120 Fiji, 121 Switzerland, 122 Pakistan, 123 Finland, 124 Norway, 125 Cuba, 126 Guatemala 127 and Mexico 128 all agree to the inclusion of Article 3 in the Declaration.

116 Anaya, above n 4, 104.
120 Ibid, para. 317.
121 Ibid, para. 330.
In summary, the Declaration affirms that indigenous populations are peoples under international law and as such are entitled to same rights to self-determination as other peoples. The right to self-determination does not lead to a unilateral right to secede. The right to secede is only a remedial right afforded to peoples who suffer serious violations to their right and where secession is the solution to the problem. Indigenous populations, just like all other peoples, must satisfy strict criteria set out in international law to be able to secede.

The external aspect of self-determination has been set out in Resolution 1541 and the Declaration of Friendly Relations. The options for external self-determination are: establishing a sovereign independent state; free association with an independent state; integration with an independent state; or emerging into any other political status freely determined by the people. Since independence is not permitted under the Declaration and indigenous peoples are not whole populations, none of these options can be exercised.

Therefore the main thrust of the right to self-determination in New Zealand will focus on indigenous peoples’ right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to their internal and local affairs.

2 Self-Government/Autonomy – Article 4

Article 4 goes on further to highlight one form of the right to self determination by stating that by:
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128 Ibid, para.17.
129 UNGA Resolution 1541(XV) (15 December 1960).
131 The Declaration, above n 100, art 4.
132 The Declaration, art 4.
exercising their right to self-determination, [indigenous peoples] have the right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to their internal and local affairs, as well as ways and means for financing their autonomous functions.

The idea of autonomy and self-government within the state can be equated to internal self-determination, whereas external self-determination can include secession.\(^{133}\) There is no generally accepted definition of autonomy though it has to do with having authority to make final decisions on matters relating to a particular set of peoples.\(^{134}\) I agree with Alexandra that internal self-determination includes the right of democratic governance and the right to participate in the public affairs of the state.\(^{135}\)

There are various different expressions of self-determination used by different peoples all around the world. The Declaration recognises that the situation of indigenous peoples various from region to region and country to country.\(^{136}\) So how one indigenous group expresses their right to self-determination may not be how another indigenous group may want to express their right. The way each group of indigenous peoples may want to express their right may depend on its population, size of land base, and resources among other factors.\(^{137}\)

This may be broken down further in New Zealand where one iwi may want to exercise their right differently from another iwi. Some iwi may want to go further and have the level of autonomy running from iwi level all the way down to the marae level. Whatever mechanism is chosen must address the needs of the people concerned and be based on the will of the people. It must also be based on a power-sharing relation and not

---


\(^{135}\) Xanthaki, above n 3, 159.

\(^{136}\) The Declaration, above n 100, preambular para 23.

just an allocation of funds where groups are answerable to Ministers. They must be answerable to their people.

Internal self-determination has been described as "a peoples’ pursuit of its political, economic, social and cultural development within the framework of an existing state." These four aspects are said to be interdependent, and can only be fully realised through the recognition and implementation of each. James divides substantive self-determination into the categories of constitutive and ongoing. The constitutive process refers to peoples’ political status while the ‘ongoing’ aspect relates to the economic, social and cultural aspects. I will discuss these two categories of self-determination below.

(a) Constitutive (Political) self-determination

Under constitutive self-determination indigenous peoples must be able to freely determine their political status and create their own governing institutions. Therefore the institutions or models of governance for Maori must reflect the "collective will of the people, or peoples involved". It must also allow participation and consent from the peoples involved.

Maori must decide which models of governance they wish to use. The various models to choose from include sovereignty, autonomy, federation, confederation, autonomous regions, self management, co-management, or even full integration within the State. However under the Declaration Maori would not be able to claim sovereignty unless they fulfilled strict criteria set out above. The constitutive aspect also covers the institutions that Maori wish to use to give effect to their constitutive decision. In New Zealand that may cover entities such as Maori Trust Boards, Runangas or Tribal Councils.

140 Anaya, above n 4, 105.
141 The Declaration, above n 100, Art 3
142 Anaya, above n 4, 105.
143 Anaya, above n 4x, 105.
This also links in with Article 5 where recognition is given to indigenous peoples’ distinct political, legal, economic, social and cultural institutions and their right to maintain and strengthen those institutions as well as participate in the institutions of the State.\footnote{The Declaration, art 5.}

As noted in the previous section we can assume that internal self-determination includes those Civil and political rights and freedoms, contained in the 1966 International Covenants that allow peoples to express their popular will.\footnote{Cassese, above n 13, 53. These include the right to freedom of expression, the right of peaceful assembly, the right to freedom of association, the right to vote, and the right to take part in public affairs, directly or through a representative.} In New Zealand these democratic and civil rights are protected in the Bill of Rights Act 1990. However what internal self-determination means in New Zealand will need to be worked through between Maori and the government. The principles of “justice, democracy, respect for human rights, equality, non-discrimination, good governance and good faith” must underpin any dialogue between the two parties.\footnote{The Declaration, above n 100, art 46(3).}

It is argued that the core of the right to self-determination is political in nature and that self-determination is political control of the peoples’ destinies.\footnote{Xanthaki, above n 3, 158.} Even though the Declaration and other international document refers to pursuing economic, social and culturally development, to pursue development involves establishing policies and prioritisation.\footnote{Xanthaki, above n 3, 158.} These decisions are made through a political process.

(b) Ongoing self-determination

Once the political status has been established peoples can then use that as the foundation to allow them to make meaningful decision about all other aspects of their lives. In other words allow peoples to “freely pursue their economic, social, and cultural

\footnote{The Declaration, above n 100, art 46(3).}
development”. This will include development of tribal assets and resources, education programmes, health and other social services etc.

In 1999 Sir Douglas Graham restricted Maori right to autonomy or self-government to delivering educational and health services and control over issues of specific cultural or socially concern. He also believed that the wording of Article 4 in the Declaration went too far than the New Zealand Government was prepared to go. Sir Douglas Graham’s interpretation of autonomy ignores peoples’ right to freely pursue their economic development. Also the delivery of services is still ultimately controlled by the government and not by the peoples themselves. Autonomy is guided by the will of the people and not the will of the government. It also involves participation and consent from the peoples. However whatever framework is created must be exercised within the existing legal framework.

149 The Declaration, art 3 and other international instruments listed above.
IV EXAMPLES OF SELF-DETERMINATION IN NEW ZEALAND

In this section I will look at different models of self-determination present in New Zealand and compare each with the interpretation of the right to self-determination contained in the Declaration as specified in the previous section.

It is affirmed that peoples are entitled to the right to self-determination and since the adoption of the Declaration it is clear that indigenous peoples fall under that category. However what is unclear is how to implement this right. The implementation of the right to self-determination under international law has been unbalanced due mainly to political reasons.151

During an international workshop on the draft Declaration in Mexico academic, indigenous and governmental experts believed the right to self-determination should be seen in a positive light and was a basis to promote partnership and dialogue between the State and Indigenous peoples. It was also seen to help crystallise greater indigenous participation in state processes.152

A New Zealand commentator has said:153

Maori aspiration for greater control over their own destinies and resources is variously described as a search for sovereignty, autonomy, independence, self-governance, self-determination, tino rangatiratanga and mana motuhake. These are important distinctions between those terms, though they all capture an underlying commitment to the advancement of Maori peoples as Maori, and the protection of the environment for future generations. And all reject any notion of an assimilated future.

152 Ibid.
Self-determination for Maori in New Zealand has also been described as “Maori aspiration for greater control over their own destinies and resources”154 and “the right to greater Maori freedom and control within the political, legal, social and economic decision-making structures of this country from parliament right down to the local body or tribal levels”.155 In New Zealand the concept of self-determination is in the context of the Treaty of Waitangi and is most commonly referred to by Maori as ‘tino rangatiratanga’.

A Background to the Treaty Settlement process

The right to self-determination has four key aspects: political, economic, social and cultural.156 In this section I will look at each of the four aspects to the right to self-determination and illustrate examples of redress provided to iwi through the Treaty of Waitangi Settlement process and where none exist I would look further a field for examples. I will discuss how the redress provided stacks up against the provisions of the Declaration in relation to interpretation of self-determination noted earlier in this paper.

Maori have been seeking resolution of their historical Treaty of Waitangi claims for well over 150 years. There were previous settlements between the Crown and iwi before the current Treaty settlement process was established. In the 1920s a Royal Commission was established to investigate the land confiscations. The commission known as the Sim Commission found that the invasion of the Crown into Tainui area and subsequent confiscation of Maori land was excessive.157 In 1946, after much negotiation, the Crown agreed to make an annual for the first fifty year for £6000 and £5000 thereafter in perpetuity. The Crown believed that the settlement was full and final. However in the 1980s the Crown agreed with iwi that the settlement should be revisited

---

156 See Anaya, above n 4, 104.
and fresh negotiations between the Crown and Tainui began with a Deed of Settlement being signed in 1995 with a redress amount of $170 million.\textsuperscript{158}

The Treaty Settlement framework allows a process of dialogue and negotiation between the Crown and Maori claimants to settle all of their historical Treaty claims against the Crown. There are two types of Treaty of Waitangi claims that can be brought against the Crown, historical claims and contemporary claims. Historical claims relate to actions and omissions by the Crown in relation to a particular claimant group between 1840 and 21 September 1992. The date of 21 September 1992 was chosen as the cut off date as that was the day that the Cabinet agreed on the general principles for settling Treaty of Waitangi Claims.\textsuperscript{159}

The Office of Treaty Settlements (OTS) was created in 1995 and sits within the Ministry of Justice. OTS negotiates the settlement of historical Treaty of Waitangi claims with claimant groups on behalf of the Crown.\textsuperscript{160} OTS reports directly to the Minister for Treaty of Waitangi Negotiations.\textsuperscript{161}

There is a lengthy process to go through to get to an agreed settlement and the main points are bullet pointed below in sequential order.\textsuperscript{162}

1. Mandate – claimants groups must go through a mandating process set by the Crown. The mandate must then be recognised by the Minister for Treaty of Waitangi Negotiations and the Minister of Maori Affairs.
2. Terms of Negotiations – this sets out the ground rules of negotiations.
3. Agreement in Principle – outlines the agreed redress proposed for the Deed of Settlement.

\textsuperscript{160}Ibid, 23.
\textsuperscript{161}During the last Labour administration the Minister was called the Minister in Charge of Treaty of Waitangi Negotiations. After the 2008 elections the new government (National Party) renamed the title to Minister for Treaty of Waitangi Negotiations. The new Minister is Hon Christopher Finlayson.
\textsuperscript{162}Office of Treaty Settlements, above n 174, 37.
4. Deed of Settlement – lists the finalised details of the settlement package.

5. Settlement Legislation – the Deed of Settlement is incorporated into Legislation where required.

6. Implementation – phase where the implementation of the Deed of Settlement and Legislation occurs (e.g. when redress is transferred to claimant groups).

A Treaty Settlement is made up of three main elements: Crown Apology; Cultural redress; and Commercial Redress. To date 24 Deeds of Settlement have been signed, including the Fisheries Settlement.\textsuperscript{163}

The Treaty Settlement Framework has largely been constructed by the Crown with minimal input from Maori. Maori have challenged the Crown’s framework and its policies. The Crown’s policy of dealing with large natural groupings has been heavily criticised. This does not demonstrate a process that is reflective of the “will of the people” which is the essence of autonomy.

B Constitutive/Political self determination

Self-determination is exercised around the world in many different ways and the Declaration recognises the different situations of indigenous peoples all around the world. Shin Imai discusses four different models of self-determination: 'sovereignty and self-government'; 'self management and self-administration'; 'co-management and joint management'; and 'participation in public government'. The following sections will illustrate different examples for each of the four models in New Zealand.

1 Sovereignty and Self-Government

Sovereignty and self-government is recognised as being the inherent right of indigenous peoples to make laws over a defined territory. In other words indigenous peoples have this right irrespective of whether the settler government has delegated the authority to them. The Tribunal has described autonomy or aboriginal self-government as the right of indigenous peoples to manage their own policy, resources, and affairs, within minimum parameters necessary for the proper operation of the State.

New Zealand Courts and the State have not recognised that Maori have an inherent right as has court in the United States. However the Waitangi Tribunal has recognised the right to autonomy as being 'inherent' and central to indigenous peoples affairs. Dialogue between the State and Maori has largely been in regards to the Treaty of Waitangi and its associated principles. As has been noted earlier the different versions of the Treaty are conflicting. The English version states that Maori ceded sovereignty to the Crown and the Maori version states that Maori retain tino rangatiratanga (translated to mean sovereignty) over their taonga (treasures).

164 See Preambular paragraph 23 of the Declaration where it recognises “that the situation of indigenous peoples varies from region to region and from country to country and that the significance of national and regional particularities and various historical and cultural backgrounds should be taken into consideration”

165 Imai, above n 162, 11.

166 Ibid

167 Ibid.

168 Waitangi Tribunal The Taranaki Report, (Waitangi Tribunal, Wellington) 1.4
The sovereignty/self-government model can be found in the United States and Canada. In 1998 the provincial and federal governments of Canada reached an agreement with the Nisga’a people of British Columbia for the right, as a nation, to ‘self government and the authority to make laws’.\(^{169}\) This is an example of where a group had the ability to make laws (though limited ability) within an existing nation. Though the Nisga’a people were base in a remote geographical area away from the majority population and owned a large land base.\(^{170}\)

It may be possible to use this model in New Zealand for those groups where there is a large Maori population, in a remote area with a large land base. This may be the case with Ngati Porou, Nga Puhi and Ngai Tuhoe. The Crown may look at giving these Crown limited law making powers over their own tribal matters e.g. education, social services and health. However authority over all other matters such as policing, foreign affairs, security etc can be retained by the New Zealand Parliament.

The Crown is in negotiations with Ngai Tuhoe and one of the main aspects of the negotiations is discussions around the constitution and the ability of Ngai Tuhoe to have a self-government model. It is unclear exactly what Ngai Tuhoe envisages as self-governance as they are in early negotiations with Crown. However they have signalled that anything less than ownership and authority over their lands and territories will not be acceptable.\(^{171}\)

In the past Treaty Settlements or the Crown in general has not allowed sovereignty or self-governance arrangements for Maori. However with the current negotiations with Ngai Tuhoe discussing this very issue this stance may change in the near future. What the self-governance mechanism would look like, if any, is yet to be seen.


\(^{170}\) Ibid, 171.

\(^{171}\) Tuhoe - Te Kotahi a Tuhoe http://www.tekotahiatuhoe.iwi.nz (last accessed 18 January 2009).
Under the model suggested by Shin, self-management and self-administration is considered the next tier of the right to self-determination. This category leads to greater control of local affairs and the delivery of services within the existing state system.\footnote{Imai, above n 162, 11.}

This model allows indigenous peoples less control over their lands and resources than sovereignty and self-government model. There are variations of this model dependent on whether or not there is a land base. Where indigenous peoples have a land base, then, there is the possibility of indigenous organisations having the power to make by-laws over local matters. Where no land base exists then there is the possibility of devolving government services and funding to indigenous organisations.\footnote{Imai, above n 162, 18.} The latter option is based on indigenous rights and not a strong claim to major property rights.\footnote{Nga Kahui Pou: Launching Maori Futures, above n 186, 171.}

Many Maori groups may fall under the latter category due to Crown breaches and urbanisation.

The Treaty Settlement process may remedy this to some extent as the Crown may transfer properties back to claimant groups. However the amount of land that is transferred back to claimant groups through Treaty Settlements is only a small portion of land that was taken from Maori. The Crown looks primarily at returning surplus core Crown properties. Unfortunately much of the land that was taken from Maori is now in private ownership and private land is usually not used as redress in Treaty Settlement.
(a) Example of Self-Management in New Zealand - Customary Fishing Regulations and Mataitai Reserves

The Crown has established regulations for fisheries in New Zealand\(^\text{175}\) which creates a system where Maori are able to manage customary food gathering in their own rohe (area). Customary food gathering is defined in the regulations as the “taking of fish, aquatic life, or seaweed or managing of fisheries resources...to the extent that such purpose is consistent with Tikanga Maori (Maori customs) and is neither commercial in any way nor for pecuniary gain or trade.”\(^\text{176}\)

The regulations provide for mataitai reserves to be established.\(^\text{177}\) A mataitai reserve is defined in the regulations as an “identified traditional fishing ground...” Tangata whenua (people of the land or people from the area) manage all customary fishing in the traditional fishing ground by making by-laws. The by-laws will apply to everyone who fish in the reserve. All commercial fishing in the area is prohibited unless the tangata kiai/tiaki (guardians) or authorised Maori/iwi representative makes a request to the Minister recommending the making of regulations to allow commercial fishing of a specified quantity, species and in a specific time period.\(^\text{178}\)

This is an example of self-management in New Zealand where Maori have some control over their customary fishing. However this is not considered full control as it is always within the oversight and at the whim of the Minister of Fisheries. Also this model has been designed and created by the Crown and not Maori. This goes against the idea of reflecting the collective will of the people as noted by James Anaya.


\(^{176}\) Fisheries (Kaimoana Customary Fishing) Regulations 1998, reg 2(1); Fisheries (South Island Customary Fishing) Regulations 1999, reg 2(1).

\(^{177}\) Fisheries (Kaimoana Customary Fishing) Regulations 1998, reg 18-32 govern the creation and administration of mataitai reserves.

\(^{178}\) Fisheries (Kaimoana Customary Fishing) Regulations 1998, reg 27(3).
(b) Example of Self-Administration in New Zealand – Maori Health Providers

Many Maori have moved away from their traditional areas and into the cities. As a result urban Maori have very little to no land base and would instead be looking at a self-administration model where particular government services would be devolved to their representative body. Services or issues which are usually considered for devolution include: culture, language, education, health, employment, social services, economic activities, land and resource management, environment and financing their functions and housing.179

In New Zealand there are a number of Maori health providers who are contracted to the District Health Board. They usually get very little of the overall health budget but do achieve some great results. Maori health providers deliver various health services primarily to Maori. What differentiates Maori health providers from main stream health providers is the Maori approach that is utilised, whereby different programmes are designed to combat the unique circumstances of Maori.180

However this model can not be considered a power sharing arrangement as power is not being shared. Instead Maori organisations are only delivering a service. Money is provided by the Crown and given to Maori Health Providers. These organisations are accountable ultimately to the Minister of Health and not to Maori. The basis of accountability has been designed by the Crown and its officials. It lacks the sense of Maori having the ability to control their own destiny as the Maori do not get a say in the design of major health policies. There is a Maori Health unit within the Ministry of Health but it still gets directions from Cabinet and not Maori. I do note that recently the Hon Tariana Turia was appointed the Associate Minister of Health and is also the co-leader of the Maori Party.181 I am sure that she will have a direct influence over the Maori health sector and also have a voice in constructing major health policies. This may be a way of allowing Maori more control over their destinies. Though this idea is based

179 See Shin, above n 162, 22.
180 Maori Health Website www.maorihealth.govt.nz (last accessed 24 February 2009),
on the fact that the Maori Party represents all Maori people. This is not the case as iwi have spoken out and confirmed that they are in fact the representatives of Maori.\textsuperscript{182}

3 Co-Management and Joint Management

During the Treaty Settlement process, if possible, land is transferred back to iwi in fee simple. This allows iwi the fullest range of rights one can have over land (i.e. the right to exclude others, ownership of land and all that is on it, and the control and management of land and naming rights).\textsuperscript{183} These sites are usually small and discrete.

However some cultural sites which are owned by the Department of Conservation or other Crown bodies can not be transferred back to iwi and must be retained in ownership by the Crown for the enjoyment of all New Zealanders. Another reason for not transferring certain sites back to iwi is the financial burden of the on-going management costs of the site. In these circumstances other redress mechanisms have been created. One such instrument, an “Overlay Classification”, allows iwi to have input into the management of a particular site.\textsuperscript{184}

A recent example of the use of a co-management is the Waikato Raupatu River Settlement. During the last year of negotiations a model of co-management was developed between iwi and the Crown to work together to restore the health of the Waikato River. The settlement allows Waikato-Tainui more of a decision making role in the management of the Waikato River and not just participatory or consultative rights. A Statutory Board was created after the Deed of Settlement was signed with the purpose of ensuring the Waikato River is managed in a particular way. Iwi representatives make up half of the Board with the remaining members representing Regional and Local Councils. Also iwi will have the power to make regulations relating to fisheries, flora and fauna along the Waikato River and are to create an environment plan which must be taken into account by decision makers under the Resource Management Act in regards to planning.

\textsuperscript{182} See Apirana Mahuika speech at the signing of the Ngati Porou Foreshore and Seabed Deed of Agreement at Parliament in 2008.
\textsuperscript{183} Office of Treaty Settlements, above n 174, 126.
\textsuperscript{184} Ibid, 131.
and approving resource consents. This particular process is unique as it has not been done before in Treaty Settlements. Waikato-Tainui now have more control over their river and there is now a clear commitment to the Crown to improve the health of the river. This is a huge undertaking and as such the Crown is providing a lot of money to fund this as it is also in the best interests of the Crown to have the river in a healthy state. This is a good model to illustrate how Maori, the Crown, local and regional councils as well as interested third parties can work together. This model will probably be used in other parts of the country if relevant.

4 Participation in Government

Shin outlines three variations to the government participation model: guaranteed seats in Parliament, a public government and lastly an elected indigenous Parliament. The Treaty settlement process has not provided redress that fits in this category. I will therefore briefly discuss examples of the first and third models which have been created outside the Treaty settlement process.

(a) Maori seats in Parliament

In New Zealand seats are set aside in Parliament for Maori representation. The seats were created in 1867 where four were set aside. To be able to vote for candidates to sit in one of the Maori seats the voter needs to be enrolled on the Maori roll. The rationale behind setting aside four seats was not based on the principles of the Treaty or fair representation as the proportionality compared to the general electoral seats was unbalanced. The number of seats changed after 1993 as a result of a changed in electoral systems in New Zealand (First Past the Post system to Mix Member Proportional Representation). The representation of Maori in the Maori seats was then tied to the number of people registered on the Maori electoral roll. Today there are 7 Maori seats. After the 2008 election the Maori party holds five seats while the Labour

185 Office Of Treaty Settlements Website www.ots.govt.nz (last accessed 20 November)
186 Shin, above n 162, 27-29.
187 Durie, above n 186, 96-97 and Shin, above n 162, 27.
Party hold the remaining two. New Zealand is the only country with seats set aside for their indigenous voters.\textsuperscript{188} Also the adoption of MMP has seen the number of Maori MPs increase by 10\% between 1993 and 2005.\textsuperscript{189}

(b) Elected Indigenous Parliament

The inclusion of Maori seats in parliament is argued as being a poor substitute for real and effective participation. This is because the views of Maori Members of Parliament were secondary to the view of that particular political party they belonged too. However this has arguably changed with the establishment of the Maori Party and its current arrangement with the National Party government.

Since the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi, Maori have been disillusioned and concerned with their representation in Parliament. As a result there have been many calls for a separate Maori parliament. The view shared was that a separate Maori Parliament would help Maori work better together and with non-Maori.\textsuperscript{190} There was a push for this in the late 1880s however this vision did not come into fruition. Many Maori were progressing through the settler state school education system and learning English. People like Sir Apirana Ngata were engaging with the new world and believed that establishing a separate Maori Parliament would be a step backwards.\textsuperscript{191}

Waikato-Tainui iwi has its own parliamentary body or tribal parliament (Te Kauhanganui o Waikato Incorporated) which is made up of 198 representatives from each of their 66 marae. Te Kauhanganui is the primary decision making body of that iwi where they will make decision relating to their own internal matters.

\textsuperscript{188} Shin, above n 162, 28.
\textsuperscript{189} Elections New Zealand, www.elections.org.nz (last accessed on 20 November 2008)
\textsuperscript{190} Alan Ward and Janine Hayward “Tino Rangatiratanga - Maori in the political and administration system” in Paul Haveman (ed) Indigenous Peoples’ Rights in Australia, Canada and New Zealand (Oxford University press, Auckland, 1999) 387.
\textsuperscript{191} Alan Ward and Janine Hayward “Tino Rangatiratanga - Maori in the political and administration system” in Paul Haveman (ed) Indigenous Peoples’ Rights in Australia, Canada and New Zealand (Oxford University press, Auckland, 1999) 388.
Not only does the constitutive aspect of self-determination involve choosing the political model that the community will live in, it also involves creating governing intuitions. Having autonomy and the ability to determine the structure of their own institutions in accordance with their own procedures.192

In regards to Treaty Settlement framework, for Maori to receive settlement redress they must establish a Treaty post settlement governance entity to which the Crown will transfer the redress if the entity must also satisfy a set of criteria set out by the Crown. 

All post settlement governance entities must:

1. represent the governing institution of the claimant group;
2. be transparent members of the claimant group;
3. have dispute resolution processes;
4. be accountable to the claimant group;
5. ensure they have the correct beneficiaries of the settlement; and
6. be ratified by the claimant community.

Though there are many different types of governance entities to choose from, in reality there are a limited number that will be able to meet the needs and purposes of Maori. Over time, Maori have used many different structures to receive settlement entities created through Legislation and The New Zealand Law Commission has considered the legal governance structures that have been used by critics to meet the multi-purpose objectives of tribal entities and not catering adequately for the Maori..

192 New Zealand Law Commission Waka Umanga: a proposed law for Maori governance entities” (NZLC, 2000). 68.
being based on Maori values and aspirations.  

The Law Commission designed a new governance model, Waka Umanga, which was set to address all inadequacies of existing structures. At present the Waka Umanga Bill has not been enacted.

This illustrates that the process for creating governing entities to receive settlement redress through the Treaty Settlement process does not currently allow Maori to freely choose which entity they wish. Any entity must be approved by the Crown before settlement redress will be transferred to a claimant group. This goes against the idea of being the ‘will of the people’ and is not what internal self-determination is envisaged in the Declaration.

However the model also must be ratified by the claimant community and be accountable to its members. Many iwi have nonetheless used the existing structures successfully as will be demonstrated in the following section.

C On-going Self Determination

1 Economic self-determination

To enable Maori to be able to function on its own it must be able to support itself financially. Due to Crown actions since the signing of the Treaty of Waitangi Maori have lost the majority of their land and therefore any real economic base they had lead to Maori leading the statistics in regards to poverty.

The Declaration states that indigenous peoples “have the right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to their internal affairs and as such ways and means for financing their autonomous functions”. Treaty settlements is one way in which Maori will be able to finance their autonomous functions. The Treaty Settlement process provides financial and commercial redress to

---

199 The Declaration, above n 100, art 4.
claimant groups. Types of redress include cash and commercial properties. Economic and financial redress is provided in Treaty Settlements in recognition and settlement of historical claims against the Crown and is based on the nature and extent of the breach of the Treaty and its principles. Commercial and financial redress is supposed to provide for an economic base for a claimant group and contribute to their resources for future development.

The Crown recognises that the redress provided to claimant groups is not considered full compensation of the total loss suffered. Some argue that the amount of redress provided in Treaty settlements is only 1% of the total value of land that was taken from Maori. Former Minister in Charge of Treaty of Waitangi Negotiations, Hon Margaret Wilson, states that “it is an honest and sincere attempt to provide just redress within the context of modern society.” The primary constraints on providing full compensation to claimant groups is the difficulty in calculating the total loss suffered and the financial burden of this amount on present and future generations of New Zealanders. The losses incurred by Maori have been estimated to run into the tens of billions of dollars.

A recent example of a major Treaty Settlement which will provide large economic base is the Central North Island Forests Iwi Collective Deed of Settlement. The Deed of Settlement was signed on 25 June 2008 between eight iwi and the Crown. Together the collective represents more than 100,000 members. The Deed of Settlement provides a settlement package which includes the transfer of 176,000 hectares of forest in the Central North Island. The value of the forest is valued at approximately $200 million. Rentals that have accumulated from the Crown Forest licenses have valued at approximately $250 million. This is a substantial settlement which will go along way to

---

201 Office of Treaty Settlements, above n 174, 3 and 87.
202 Office of Treaty Settlements, above n 174, 89.
203 Ibid, 89.
204 Ibid.
205 See Office of Treaty Settlement Website www.ots.govt.nz (last accessed 20 February 2008). The eight iwi groups are Ngai Tuhoe, Ngati Tuwharetoa, Ngati Whakaue, Ngati Whare, Ngati Manawa, Ngati Rangitiki, Ngati Raukawa and Affiliate Te Arawa Iwi and Hapu.
allowing the 100,000 members the ability to move towards economic independence from the state.\textsuperscript{206}

Examples of past settlements include the Ngai Tahui and Waikato-Tainui Settlement which were settled in the mid-late 1990s. Ngai Tahu received their Treaty Settlement in 1998 which included cash settlement of $170 million as well as cultural redress.\textsuperscript{207} Ngai Tahu have work hard over the last ten years and have now built their assets up to a value of over half a billion dollars. As a result of their Treaty Settlement they have been able to establish their own savings scheme which has over 13,500 members and also provide financial independence programmes to help their people. They have created a business mentoring programme, various scholarships, and educational projects and have their own finance company.\textsuperscript{208} Ngai Tahu has an estimated 50,000 members according to the 2006 census making it the fourth largest tribe in New Zealand.\textsuperscript{209}

The Waikato-Tainui Deed of Settlement was signed in 1995 and provided redress of $170 million. The iwi has had its ups and downs reportedly losing millions of dollars in the late 1990s due to high risk investments and questionable purchase of a Rugby League franchise. However since then the governance structure has had a major restructure and is now back on track with their total assets worth over half a billion dollars. Just like Ngai Tahu, Waikato Tainui are able to provide their people with health and social services without the aide of the State. They are also considered the most powerful landlord in Hamilton.\textsuperscript{210}

The examples above illustrate how the Treaty settlement process can enable Maori to achieve economic self-determination. This process provides Maori with an economic

\textsuperscript{206} See CNI Forest Website www.cniforest.co.nz (last accessed 24 February 2009).
\textsuperscript{207} See Ngai Tahui Deed of Settlement on OTS website www.ots.govt.nz (last accessed on 22 February 2009).
\textsuperscript{208} See Ngai Tahui Iwi website www.ngaitahu.iwi.nz (last accessed 22 February 2009).
\textsuperscript{209} See Statistics New Zealand website www.stats.govt.nz (last accessed 22 February 2009).
\textsuperscript{210} Anne Gibson “Tainui bullish despite gloomy profit forecast” (9 August 2008) The New Zealand Herald, Auckland.
base from which to grow from. Maori are quickly becoming powerful players in the commercial market.

2 Social self-determination

Treaty settlement packages do not usually provide for social self-determination mechanisms. However in the past year new initiatives have been included in some settlement packages under the former Minister in Charge of Treaty of Waitangi Negotiations, the Hon Dr Michael Cullen.

In one settlement package, the Crown is gifting land back to an iwi for the purposes of a building papakainga (housing) for their people. Affordability of housing is a big problem for many Maori around the country. The transfer of land back to iwi will help alleviate this problem to some extent. The Government is also looking into easing up the current restrictions on building on Maori Land and amending the Resource Management Act 1993.

The Crown has also offered to provide funds to a particular claimant group to establish an education endowment fund. The Crown is also providing funds for a needs assessment for another iwi for the purpose of identifying and remedying social service needs. A government facilitator is also to be employed to discuss the outcome of the needs assessment with various different Crown agencies. The notion of social redress is related a contemporary issue which is beyond the scope of settling historical Treaty claims. However the Treaty Minister has offered to explore options for social redress and is committed to having discussions with his colleagues.

Other methods of achieving social self-determination include devolution of social services by the Crown to Maori. This does provide a limited form of autonomy for Maori under the watchful eye of the State. Final decisions and policy advice is made by the

---

211 Ngati Apa (North Island) Deed of Settlement see on OTS Website www.ots.govt.nz (last accessed 22 February 2009).
212 Waitaha Agreement in Principle see on OTS Website www.ots.govt.nz (last accessed 22 February 2009).
relevant Minister and Crown officials. This type of arrangement has given Maori more responsibility in certain areas though it falls well short of autonomy. The devolution model gets Maori to deliver social service on behalf of the Crown and is not promoting a power sharing relationship.

The Crown’s devolution policy has given Maori more responsibility in respect of some areas of social services. Recent innovative Treaty settlement redress instruments have assisted Maori move towards social self-determination however it does not go far enough to qualify as autonomy. However having an economic base will allow Maori to fund their own social services programmes as is already being done by big tribes like Ngai Tahu and Waikato-Tainui.

3 Cultural self-determination

Maori have a unique relationship with the land, mountains and waterways. Over the years the land was taken away and access to significant sites was lost. The Treaty settlement process is aims to rights the wrongs of the past by returning sites back to Maori where possible or recognising the guardianship role Maori had over land. An important part of a Treaty settlement package is cultural redress. Where able, the Crown will gift sites of cultural significance back to iwi. If this is not possible the Crown will look at ways in which to recognise a claimant groups’ relationship with a particular site such as a river, lake, or a mountain. The Crown will also explore the possibility of providing a claimant groups greater ability to participate in the management of certain sites.213 Many of the sites that are of significance to Maori are owned and managed by the Department of Conservation on behalf of all New Zealanders. Some examples of cultural redress provided by the Crown include:214

- recognition of cultural, spiritual, historical and traditional associations with areas or natural resources;

---

• protection of wahi tapu (sites of cultural significance);
• recognition of the role of Maori as guardians of natural resources; and
• access to certain sites.

In recent settlements cultural revitalisation packages have been offered to claimant groups. These include funds to: restore maraes, employ cultural advisors, compile historical records and establish cultural centres. All negotiations regarding cultural redress between the Crown and Maori is on an “interest basis”. In other words the Crown will look to at ways in which to meet those interests. Therefore sometimes ownership of a site is not necessary to meet the interests of groups.

As previously discussed one recent example of a cultural redress mechanism is the Waikato River Settlement. Under the proposed co-management model Maori are given a substantial decision making role around the management of the well-being of the Waikato River. On the spectrum of rights this model sits on the end of the spectrum closest to autonomy. Waikato-Tainui already believe they own the river, though in New Zealand water is not owned by anyone but is managed by the Crown. Therefore the focus of negotiations between the two parties has been on how to share decision making powers.

Components of cultural redress have developed over the years to reflect the different need and interests of each group. It is also a reflection of the increase in political will in this area. The instruments and redress provided do go a long way in enabling Maori to exercise a level of autonomy in this area and innovative mechanisms such as co-management has also furthered Maori aspirations towards cultural autonomy.

---

216 Office of Treaty Settlement, above n 174, 97.
D Conclusion on New Zealand examples of self-determination

The Declaration affirms Maori peoples’ right to self-determination and in doing so allows Maori the right to determine their political status and pursue economic, social and cultural development.

Political self-determination underpins economic, social and cultural development and as a result is the most important aspect of self-determination. In regards to political self-determination New Zealand does not recognised any inherent rights to sovereignty by Maori like the United States and Canada. Any discussion on rights is always based on the Treaty and its principles. There are several different models of political self-determination with some of them being analysed in this paper. The different modes reflect the multiple needs and interests of indigenous groups. The models that I have analysed also illustrate the different levels of autonomy.

In general the Crown fails to provide Maori the right to determine their own political status. Though there are different models to choose from Maori usually do not have a choice of which model to use i.e. can not freely choose their political status.

Autonomy and self-governance is not even an option which is practiced in New Zealand. The Treaty settlement process has not provided any redress relating to autonomy or self-government. However Ngai Tuhoe are currently in negotiations with the Crown over possible self-government arrangements. Any settlement package accommodating constitutional change will be a major development for Maori in general.

The different models of political self-determination listed by Shin are utilised in New Zealand in different situations and to respond to the different needs of Maori. The self-management and self-administrative examples in New Zealand given in this paper allow Maori more responsibility in certain areas. However the real decision making is made by Ministers. Great strides have been made recently in regards co-management where Maori have been offered greater decision making powers over an important natural
resource. The guarantee of Maori seats in parliament and a Maori Electoral Roll are measures of ensuring Maori participation in Parliament and are also unique to this country.

All of these examples show the varying levels of political self-determination in New Zealand. Treaty settlements provide redress which allows limited autonomy. However the Crown has recently given Maori more decision making powers over an important natural resource and is in discussions with another iwi over possible constitution change.

One of the purposes of Treaty settlements is to provide Maori with an economic base for future development. Ngai Tahu and Waikato-Tainui have between them $1 billion in assets which is largely attributed to the $170 million each received in the 1990s through their own Treaty Settlement deals. They are both considered major iwi players on the commercial scene. A recent $500 million settlement with Central North Island iwi will also provide those iwi an economic base. The amount provided by the Crown to Maori is only a fraction of the total loss suffered by Maori. However iwi have been able to prosper and grow the value of the settlement thus enabling them to provide services for their people and rely less and less on the government. Therefore Treaty settlements’ enables Maori to pursue their economic development.

In regards to social self-determination the devolution policies by the Crown required Maori organisations to provide service delivery to their people on behalf of the Crown. This gives Maori greater responsibility than they previously had but it fall short of autonomy as Maori organisations are accountable to Ministers and not to their people. Treaty settlements generally do not provide redress to address this aspect other than providing cash which will enable Maori to pursue their social development. The Ngai Tahu and Waikato-Tainui settlements enable these iwi to fund their own social services. Recent Treaty settlements have provided instruments which address this area.
In regards to cultural self-determination Treaty Settlements provide many different instruments which allow Maori to exercise their right as stated under the Declaration. Negotiations between Maori and the Crown on cultural redress are interest based and various instruments have been created to meet the different needs of Maori.

I examined the evolution of the self-determination from the creation of the United Nations in the 1940s. Through analysis of photo-plates self can demonstrate that international law did not recognize indigenous peoples as peoples who had the right to self-determination. The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples affirmed indigenous peoples right to self-determination. Thereby allowing indigenous people the ability to freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development. By exercising their right to self-determination indigenous peoples have the right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to their own internal and local affairs. This paper examined New Zealand examples of the four key aspects of the right to self-determination (political, economic, social and cultural) and measured their impact on interpretation of self-determination as contained in the Declaration. This paper has argued that the Treaty settlement process enables Maori to exercise sufficient levels of economic and cultural self-determination. However it currently fails to provide Maori sufficient level of political and social autonomy.

Political self-determination and other aspects of the right to self-determination on the Crown failed to enable Maori to freely determine their own political status and the ability to Maori to freely exercise self-determination. However the Crown is currently in negotiations with Ngati Tahu and one of the primary issues to be discussed is land negotiations. This will be interesting for Maori and Indigenous peoples around the world to see what arrangements can be agreed.
V CONCLUSION

This paper analysed whether the redress provided in the Treaty settlement framework allowed Maori to exercise self-determination as specified under the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (The Declaration).

I examined the evolution of the self-determination since the creation of the United Nations regime in the 1940s. Through analysis of each phase will can determine that international law did not recognise indigenous population as peoples who had the right to self-determination. The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples affirmed indigenous peoples’ right to self-determination. Thereby allowing indigenous peoples the ability to freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development. In exercising their right to self-determination indigenous peoples have the right to autonomy or self-government in matter relating to their own internal and local affairs. This paper examined New Zealand examples of the four key aspects of the right to self-determination (political, economic, social and cultural) and measured them against an interpretation of self determination as contained in the Declaration. This paper has argued that the Treaty settlement framework enables Maori to exercise sufficient levels of economic and cultural self-determination. However it currently fails to provide Maori sufficient level of political and social autonomy.

Political self-determination underpins all other aspects of the right to self-determination so the Crown failure to enable Maori to freely determine their own political status affects the ability to Maori to truly exercise self-determination. However the Crown is currently in negotiations with Ngai Tuhoe and one of the primary issues to be discussed is tino rangatiratanga. It will be interesting for Maori and indigenous peoples around the world to see what arrangement can be agreed.
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United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples

The General Assembly,

Having borne in mind the recommendations of the Human Rights Council contained in its
resolution 125 of 28 June 2008, by which the Council adopted the text of the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,

Recalling its resolution 61/114 of 29 December 2006, by which it decided to defer
consideration of and action on the Declaration to allow time for further consultations
debate, and also decided to conclude its consideration before the end of the sixty-first
session of the General Assembly,

Adopt the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples as contained
in the annex to the present resolution;

Annex:

United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples

The General Assembly,

Guided by the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations, and
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United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples

The General Assembly,

Taking note of the recommendation of the Human Rights Council contained in its resolution 1/2 of 29 June 2006, by which the Council adopted the text of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,

Recalling its resolution 61/178 of 20 December 2006, by which it decided to defer consideration of and action on the Declaration to allow time for further consultations thereon, and also decided to conclude its consideration before the end of the sixty-first session of the General Assembly,

Adopts the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples as contained in the annex to the present resolution.

Annex

United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples

The General Assembly,

Guided by the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations, and good faith in the fulfilment of the obligations assumed by States in accordance with the Charter,
Affirming that indigenous peoples are equal to all other peoples, while recognizing the right of all peoples to be different, to consider themselves different, and to be respected as such,

Affirming also that all peoples contribute to the diversity and richness of civilizations and cultures, which constitute the common heritage of humankind,

Affirming further that all doctrines, policies and practices based on or advocating superiority of peoples or individuals on the basis of national origin or racial, religious, ethnic or cultural differences are racist, scientifically false, legally invalid, morally condemnable and socially unjust,

Reaffirming that indigenous peoples, in the exercise of their rights, should be free from discrimination of any kind,

Concerned that indigenous peoples have suffered from historic injustices as a result of, inter alia, their colonization and dispossession of their lands, territories and resources, thus preventing them from exercising, in particular, their right to development in accordance with their own needs and interests,

Recognizing the urgent need to respect and promote the inherent rights of indigenous peoples which derive from their political, economic and social structures and from their cultures, spiritual traditions, histories and philosophies, especially their rights to their lands, territories and resources,

Recognizing also the urgent need to respect and promote the rights of indigenous peoples affirmed in treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements with States,

Welcoming the fact that indigenous peoples are organizing themselves for political, economic, social and cultural enhancement and in order to bring to an end all forms of discrimination and oppression wherever they occur,
Convinced that control by indigenous peoples over developments affecting them and their lands, territories and resources will enable them to maintain and strengthen their institutions, cultures and traditions, and to promote their development in accordance with their aspirations and needs,

Recognizing that respect for indigenous knowledge, cultures and traditional practices contributes to sustainable and equitable development and proper management of the environment,

Emphasizing the contribution of the demilitarization of the lands and territories of indigenous peoples to peace, economic and social progress and development, understanding and friendly relations among nations and peoples of the world,

Recognizing in particular the right of indigenous families and communities to retain shared responsibility for the upbringing, training, education and well-being of their children, consistent with the rights of the child,

Considering that the rights affirmed in treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements between States and indigenous peoples are, in some situations, matters of international concern, interest, responsibility and character,

Considering also that treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements, and the relationship they represent, are the basis for a strengthened partnership between indigenous peoples and States,

Acknowledging that the Charter of the United Nations, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights\(^1\) and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights as well as the Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action,\(^2\) affirm the

---

\(^1\) See resolution 2200 A (XXI), annex.
\(^2\) A/CONF.157/24 (Part I), chap. III.
fundamental importance of the right to self-determination of all peoples, by virtue of
which they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social
and cultural development,

Bearing in mind that nothing in this Declaration may be used to deny any peoples their
right to self-determination, exercised in conformity with international law,

Convinced that the recognition of the rights of indigenous peoples in this Declaration will
enhance harmonious and cooperative relations between the State and indigenous peoples,
based on principles of justice, democracy, respect for human rights, non-discrimination
and good faith,

Encouraging States to comply with and effectively implement all their obligations as they
apply to indigenous peoples under international instruments, in particular those related to
human rights, in consultation and cooperation with the peoples concerned,

Emphasizing that the United Nations has an important and continuing role to play in
promoting and protecting the rights of indigenous peoples,

Believing that this Declaration is a further important step forward for the recognition,
promotion and protection of the rights and freedoms of indigenous peoples and in the
development of relevant activities of the United Nations system in this field,

Recognizing and reaffirming that indigenous individuals are entitled without
discrimination to all human rights recognized in international law, and that indigenous
peoples possess collective rights which are indispensable for their existence, well-being
and integral development as peoples,

Recognizing also that the situation of indigenous peoples varies from region to region and
from country to country and that the significance of national and regional particularities
and various historical and cultural backgrounds should be taken into consideration,
Solemnly proclaims the following United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples as a standard of achievement to be pursued in a spirit of partnership and mutual respect:

**Article 1**

Indigenous peoples have the right to the full enjoyment, as a collective or as individuals, of all human rights and fundamental freedoms as recognized in the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights\(^3\) and international human rights law.

**Article 2**

Indigenous peoples and individuals are free and equal to all other peoples and individuals and have the right to be free from any kind of discrimination, in the exercise of their rights, in particular that based on their indigenous origin or identity.

**Article 3**

Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development.

**Article 4**

Indigenous peoples, in exercising their right to self-determination, have the right to autonomy or self-government in matters relating to their internal and local affairs, as well as ways and means for financing their autonomous functions.

---

\(^3\) Resolution 217 A (III).
Article 5

Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinct political, legal, economic, social and cultural institutions, while retaining their right to participate fully, if they so choose, in the political, economic, social and cultural life of the State.

Article 6

Every indigenous individual has the right to a nationality.

Article 7

1. Indigenous individuals have the rights to life, physical and mental integrity, liberty and security of person.
2. Indigenous peoples have the collective right to live in freedom, peace and security as distinct peoples and shall not be subjected to any act of genocide or any other act of violence, including forcibly removing children of the group to another group.

Article 8

1. Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right not to be subjected to forced assimilation or destruction of their culture.
2. States shall provide effective mechanisms for prevention of, and redress for:
   (a) Any action which has the aim or effect of depriving them of their integrity as distinct peoples, or of their cultural values or ethnic identities;
   (b) Any action which has the aim or effect of dispossessing them of their lands, territories or resources;
   (c) Any form of forced population transfer which has the aim or effect of violating or undermining any of their rights;
   (d) Any form of forced assimilation or integration;
(e) Any form of propaganda designed to promote or incite racial or ethnic discrimination directed against them.

Article 9

Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right to belong to an indigenous community or nation, in accordance with the traditions and customs of the community or nation concerned. No discrimination of any kind may arise from the exercise of such a right.

Article 10

Indigenous peoples shall not be forcibly removed from their lands or territories. No relocation shall take place without the free, prior and informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned and after agreement on just and fair compensation and, where possible, with the option of return.

Article 11

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to practise and revitalize their cultural traditions and customs. This includes the right to maintain, protect and develop the past, present and future manifestations of their cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artefacts, designs, ceremonies, technologies and visual and performing arts and literature.
2. States shall provide redress through effective mechanisms, which may include restitution, developed in conjunction with indigenous peoples, with respect to their cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual property taken without their free, prior and informed consent or in violation of their laws, traditions and customs.

Article 12

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to manifest, practice, develop and teach their spiritual and religious traditions, customs and ceremonies; the right to maintain, protect,
and have access in privacy to their religious and cultural sites; the right to the use and control of their ceremonial objects; and the right to the repatriation of their human remains.

2. States shall seek to enable the access and/or repatriation of ceremonial objects and human remains in their possession through fair, transparent and effective mechanisms developed in conjunction with indigenous peoples concerned.

Article 13

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to revitalize, use, develop and transmit to future generations their histories, languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems and literatures, and to designate and retain their own names for communities, places and persons.

2. States shall take effective measures to ensure that this right is protected and also to ensure that indigenous peoples can understand and be understood in political, legal and administrative proceedings, where necessary through the provision of interpretation or by other appropriate means.

Article 14

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their educational systems and institutions providing education in their own languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and learning.

2. Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right to all levels and forms of education of the State without discrimination.

3. States shall, in conjunction with indigenous peoples, take effective measures, in order for indigenous individuals, particularly children, including those living outside their communities, to have access, when possible, to an education in their own culture and provided in their own language.

Article 15
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the dignity and diversity of their cultures, traditions, histories and aspirations which shall be appropriately reflected in education and public information.

2. States shall take effective measures, in consultation and cooperation with the indigenous peoples concerned, to combat prejudice and eliminate discrimination and to promote tolerance, understanding and good relations among indigenous peoples and all other segments of society.

Article 16

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to establish their own media in their own languages and to have access to all forms of non-indigenous media without discrimination.

2. States shall take effective measures to ensure that State-owned media duly reflect indigenous cultural diversity. States, without prejudice to ensuring full freedom of expression, should encourage privately owned media to adequately reflect indigenous cultural diversity.

Article 17

1. Indigenous individuals and peoples have the right to enjoy fully all rights established under applicable international and domestic labour law.

2. States shall in consultation and cooperation with indigenous peoples take specific measures to protect indigenous children from economic exploitation and from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous to interfere with the child’s education, or to be harmful to the child’s health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development, taking into account their special vulnerability and the importance of education for their empowerment.

3. Indigenous individuals have the right not to be subjected to any discriminatory conditions of labour and, inter alia, employment or salary.
Article 18

Indigenous peoples have the right to participate in decision-making in matters which would affect their rights, through representatives chosen by themselves in accordance with their own procedures, as well as to maintain and develop their own indigenous decision-making institutions.

Article 19

States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free, prior and informed consent before adopting and implementing legislative or administrative measures that may affect them.

Article 20

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and develop their political, economic and social systems or institutions, to be secure in the enjoyment of their own means of subsistence and development, and to engage freely in all their traditional and other economic activities.

2. Indigenous peoples deprived of their means of subsistence and development are entitled to just and fair redress.

Article 21

1. Indigenous peoples have the right, without discrimination, to the improvement of their economic and social conditions, including, inter alia, in the areas of education, employment, vocational training and retraining, housing, sanitation, health and social security.
2. States shall take effective measures and, where appropriate, special measures to ensure continuing improvement of their economic and social conditions. Particular attention shall be paid to the rights and special needs of indigenous elders, women, youth, children and persons with disabilities.

**Article 22**

1. Particular attention shall be paid to the rights and special needs of indigenous elders, women, youth, children and persons with disabilities in the implementation of this Declaration.

2. States shall take measures, in conjunction with indigenous peoples, to ensure that indigenous women and children enjoy the full protection and guarantees against all forms of violence and discrimination.

**Article 23**

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for exercising their right to development. In particular, indigenous peoples have the right to be actively involved in developing and determining health, housing and other economic and social programmes affecting them and, as far as possible, to administer such programmes through their own institutions.

**Article 24**

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to their traditional medicines and to maintain their health practices, including the conservation of their vital medicinal plants, animals and minerals. Indigenous individuals also have the right to access, without any discrimination, to all social and health services.

2. Indigenous individuals have an equal right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health. States shall take the necessary steps with a view to achieving progressively the full realization of this right.
Article 25

Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinctive spiritual relationship with their traditionally owned or otherwise occupied and to uphold their responsibilities to future generations in this regard.

Article 26

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired.
2. Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and resources that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or occupation or use, as well as those which they have otherwise acquired.
3. States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources. Such recognition shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions and land tenure systems of the indigenous peoples concerned.

Article 27

States shall establish and implement, in conjunction with indigenous peoples concerned, a fair, independent, impartial, open and transparent process, giving due recognition to indigenous peoples’ laws, traditions, customs and land tenure systems, to recognize and adjudicate the rights of indigenous peoples pertaining to their lands, territories and resources, including those which were traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used.

Indigenous peoples shall have the right to participate in this process.
Article 28

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to redress, by means that can include restitution or, when this is not possible, just, fair and equitable compensation, for the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used, and which have been confiscated, taken, occupied, used or damaged without their free, prior and informed consent.

2. Unless otherwise freely agreed upon by the peoples concerned, compensation shall take the form of lands, territories and resources equal in quality, size and legal status or of monetary compensation or other appropriate redress.

Article 29

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the conservation and protection of the environment and the productive capacity of their lands or territories and resources. States shall establish and implement assistance programmes for indigenous peoples for such conservation and protection, without discrimination.

2. States shall take effective measures to ensure that no storage or disposal of hazardous materials shall take place in the lands or territories of indigenous peoples without their free, prior and informed consent.

3. States shall also take effective measures to ensure, as needed, that programmes for monitoring, maintaining and restoring the health of indigenous peoples, as developed and implemented by the peoples affected by such materials, are duly implemented.

Article 30

1. Military activities shall not take place in the lands or territories of indigenous peoples, unless justified by a relevant public interest or otherwise freely agreed with or requested by the indigenous peoples concerned.
2. States shall undertake effective consultations with the indigenous peoples concerned, through appropriate procedures and in particular through their representative institutions, prior to using their lands or territories for military activities.

Article 31

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain, control, protect and develop their cultural heritage, traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions, as well as the manifestations of their sciences, technologies and cultures, including human and genetic resources, seeds, medicines, knowledge of the properties of fauna and flora, oral traditions, literatures, designs, sports and traditional games and visual and performing arts. They also have the right to maintain, control, protect and develop their intellectual property over such cultural heritage, traditional knowledge, and traditional cultural expressions.

2. In conjunction with indigenous peoples, States shall take effective measures to recognize and protect the exercise of these rights.

Article 32

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for the development or use of their lands or territories and other resources.

2. States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and other resources, particularly in connection with the development, utilization or exploitation of mineral, water or other resources.

3. States shall provide effective mechanisms for just and fair redress for any such activities, and appropriate measures shall be taken to mitigate adverse environmental, economic, social, cultural or spiritual impact.

Article 33
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine their own identity or membership in accordance with their customs and traditions. This does not impair the right of indigenous individuals to obtain citizenship of the States in which they live.

2. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine the structures and to select the membership of their institutions in accordance with their own procedures.

Article 34

Indigenous peoples have the right to promote, develop and maintain their institutional structures and their distinctive customs, spirituality, traditions, procedures, practices and, in the cases where they exist, juridical systems or customs, in accordance with international human rights standards.

Article 35

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine the responsibilities of individuals to their communities.

Article 36

1. Indigenous peoples, in particular those divided by international borders, have the right to maintain and develop contacts, relations and cooperation, including activities for spiritual, cultural, political, economic and social purposes, with their own members as well as other peoples across borders.

2. States, in consultation and cooperation with indigenous peoples, shall take effective measures to facilitate the exercise and ensure the implementation of this right.

Article 37
1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the recognition, observance and enforcement of treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements concluded with States or their successors and to have States honour and respect such treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements.

2. Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as diminishing or eliminating the rights of indigenous peoples contained in treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements.

**Article 38**

States in consultation and cooperation with indigenous peoples, shall take the appropriate measures, including legislative measures, to achieve the ends of this Declaration.

**Article 39**

Indigenous peoples have the right to have access to financial and technical assistance from States and through international cooperation, for the enjoyment of the rights contained in this Declaration.

**Article 40**

Indigenous peoples have the right to access to and prompt decision through just and fair procedures for the resolution of conflicts and disputes with States or other parties, as well as to effective remedies for all infringements of their individual and collective rights. Such a decision shall give due consideration to the customs, traditions, rules and legal systems of the indigenous peoples concerned and international human rights.

**Article 41**
The organs and specialized agencies of the United Nations system and other intergovernmental organizations shall contribute to the full realization of the provisions of this Declaration through the mobilization, inter alia, of financial cooperation and technical assistance. Ways and means of ensuring participation of indigenous peoples on issues affecting them shall be established.

Article 42

The United Nations, its bodies, including the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues, and specialized agencies, including at the country level, and States shall promote respect for and full application of the provisions of this Declaration and follow up the effectiveness of this Declaration.

Article 43

The rights recognized herein constitute the minimum standards for the survival, dignity and well-being of the indigenous peoples of the world.

Article 44

All the rights and freedoms recognized herein are equally guaranteed to male and female indigenous individuals.

Article 45

Nothing in this Declaration may be construed as diminishing or extinguishing the rights indigenous peoples have now or may acquire in the future.

Article 46
1. Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as implying for any State, people, group or person any right to engage in any activity or to perform any act contrary to the Charter of the United Nations or construed as authorizing or encouraging any action which would dismember or impair, totally or in part, the territorial integrity or political unity of sovereign and independent States.

2. In the exercise of the rights enunciated in the present Declaration, human rights and fundamental freedoms of all shall be respected. The exercise of the rights set forth in this Declaration shall be subject only to such limitations as are determined by law, and in accordance with international human rights obligations. Any such limitations shall be non-discriminatory and strictly necessary solely for the purpose of securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others and for meeting the just and most compelling requirements of a democratic society.

3. The provisions set forth in this Declaration shall be interpreted in accordance with the principles of justice, democracy, respect for human rights, equality, non-discrimination, good governance and good faith.